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What a difference a day
makes!
Martin Bunkum
Recently while speaking in church, I mentioned
that there are a few significant days in our lives
which for better or worse shape the rest of our
lives. Not thinking that one of those days was
just around the corner for our family.

On Saturday 12th October my daughter and her
husband were involved in a head on car crash
on the A38. We were called to Derriford

Emergency department late that evening to be told that she needed an
operation on internal injuries and that there was a spinal fracture. Out of
the four people involved in the accident she was the worst off. At time of
writing she is improving and will soon be able to have some food. The
prognosis is good and she should make a full recovery but it will take a
long time.

This whole experience has made me think and to re-evaluate what is
really important in life. When you go through an experience like this
there are many points of view, here are two.

1. You were unlucky to be in the wrong place at the wrong time.

2. You are lucky to be alive.

As a believer it has been comforting to know the presence of God and
to be aware of his hand upon our family. Jesus came into a world full of
bad days. He experienced many sad and traumatic days on this earth.
We have a God who has firsthand experience of shock, grief, sadness
and loss. I have found tremendous strength and energy from Him during
this time.

As a family we have been amazed at the amount of goodwill towards
us, messages of love and practical help whenever we have needed it.
So many people wanting to pray (even some who would not normally do
so!).

Spending time in hospital we have become more aware of the amount
of suffering some people go through, sometimes alone. Let’s remember
those who are struggling with a bad time in life right now. If you are
going through a tough time, our prayer is for you, that you will know
God’s help and comfort today.

Love to you all and thank you for your kindness

Martin



From Roni Jones

Clerk St Cleer Parish Council

Decisions decisions decisions…..
In an era where social media provides a proper
platform for diverse opinions, opinion

presented as fact and the downright satirical, where does that
leave the Parish Council? Parish sets out to deal in facts. The
biggest facts of all are its recorded decisions, meaning how it
voted. Interpretations on that vote can be made. Great, the more
people talk about Parish and get involved the better!
Not being politically aligned (as voting ought to be expressly for
the benefit of the Parish rather than with a party-political
manifesto) once a matter has been voted upon and ʻcarriedʼ, it
becomes fact and is immediately in effect. That vote is the fact.
Who voted what way is simply something of interest as a ʻcarried
voteʼ (simple majority) is the decision because the Parish Council
is whatʼs called a ʻbody corporateʼ; meaning decisions once made
are jointly and severally owned and can only be revisited only
under a few specific circumstances, such as;

• 4 Councillors ask for the decision to be reviewed
• 6 months has lapsed
• What was voted upon is not now possible and needs to be

revisited
You will have seen some of this applied to the various votes on
Brexit with the speaker ruling whether a second vote is lawful for
example…. There are more circumstances but those are the main
ones.
Where it comes to planning, for example, Parish is merely a
consultee at this time. Parish is asked, as are World Heritage and
other bodies, for an opinion. Does it support or object to an
application or does it have no opinion? Once voted on, even if it
was a cast vote (meaning 50:50 in the room and the Chair had to
cast a second vote to break the deadlock), the vote is as solid as a
100% supported vote, because the decision has become a ʻfactʼ.
But things are changing in HOW decisions about planning will be
made in St Cleer



Once the Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) is ratified, that
document, which has been publicly consulted upon and has been
driven by an Independent Consultant, becomes a decision-
making tool. The NDP committee has had the support of a
number of Councillors over its development and all Council has
supported it to date. There will be a referendum on it, meaning a
public vote, and the electorate will have the final say. Parish was
advised on Wednesday that the plan is being submitted to
Cornwall in the very near future and as it works its way to
completion then the document gains weight in decision making
and power to influence Cornwallʼs Planning Department.

The St Cleer NDP seeks to keep the hamlets separate;
appreciating their ʻrural gapsʼ. It seeks to have brown field site
development rather than green belt development (The former
Horizon Farm Site for example). It seeks to maintain Cornish
hedges and our rich heritage in keeping with being part of a
World Heritage Site and Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and
being Dark Sky Registered. Once fully employed, Cornwall
Council will make decisions for St Cleer very much on this
document, rather than their own which currently takes
precedence. To state that is not partisan, it is, funnily enough,
very nearly a quote from a recent planning training event!

Cornwallʼs plan indicates that it is willing to consider applications
in rural gaps if they are for affordable housing; St Cleerʼs plan
does not. St Cleerʼs plan has a few highlighted areas where
development is to be encouraged and Cornwall works, as per
national policy, on the basis of ʻa presumption of agreementʼ. St
Cleer are ʻrequiredʼ to have 17 affordable dwellings built; the plan
allows for that within these brownfield sites.

Two new developments (one for 8 houses and another for a
single dwelling), discussed at the last meeting were opposed on
the basis of the NDP. Cornwall is yet to make their judgement. If
Parish disagrees with their judgement it can be appealed, and
Parish has had variable success with that in the past.

That variability, in part, is because of who votes on a specific
matter on the day. Its entirely possible that an individual who
voted one way at one time may vote differently at another. Hence
it being entirely understandable that someone who, say, voted
against a development could now legitimately support it. Opinion



changes.

Does that make the opinion whimsical or contrary? I guess so;
but rest assured with the NDP in progress Parish will be making
more decisions based on its written plan. Weʼre already trying to
do that because its fair and consistent.

Planning decisions are difficult, someone will always be upset if
the application is controversial. Parish seeks only to maintain our
rural idyll and work with its rich geography and history.

The ratified NDP, makes local opinion solid and it will inform the
votes at Parish once enacted, because following the referendum
the NDP will simply be ʻthe will of the peopleʼ.

www.stcleerplan.org.uk

http://www.stcleerplan.org.uk/menu_page.php?id=33 for a link
direct to the Plan

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2

https://neighbourhoodplanning.org/about/neighbourhood-
planning/





St Cleer Development
Neighbourhood Plan

St Cleer Parish Council
Website

Click the box to visit the Website

For alist ofyourParishCouncillorsand
contact detailsClickanywhereinthisbox

Wednesday Church! 11 am.

At St Cleer Parish Church
We will share refreshmentsandeither sayMorningPrayer together or
celebrate communion.We will also take sometime to talk andexplore
faith a little together. Theideaof thisgroupis toprovideamidweek
meetingpointwhenwecan sharea little moreinformally thanweare
ableonaSunday.

I hope thiswill besomethingyoucanbringfriendsalongto, and if you
area lunchclubberinOpenDoorsthenwewill bedonein time for you
to popnextdoor!



Rev Becca Bell
We are in the season of Remembering. For
some there are painful memories of lost loved
ones who we wish were still with us. For others
there are memories of trauma, especially for
those who served their country in wartime. For
others of us there is a pensive reflection as the
season changes and we think on the year that
has been and what has brought us to now.

For lots of people remembering becomes more
of an issue as the weather keeps folk indoors
and its harder to socialise. Memories become

company and even the happy ones become bittersweet as they remind us of
a time we felt more loved than we perhaps do now.

But we can all do something about this.

I have been holding Baptism prep sessions over the past year where, instead
of visiting individual families, I gather families seeking a Christening for a little
one at a session altogether where they spend time eating cake, being with
other families, and reflecting on what this occasion might mean for them. As
part of it I ask why they are choosing Christening for their little one. Often
parents will say “so my child feels part of a community”. I have really
appreciated seeing how my 3 boys enjoy being part of a multigenerational
community where they feel safe and at home. But unlike many christening
families, my boys do go to church fairly often! I suggest to Baptism families
that it is a wonderful thing to want community for our children, and as
humans we are wired to need community, but we all have to play our part in
being part of that community.

It is easy to imagine that community is somehow happening out there and
we can slot in when it suits us. Or even to imagine that community should
come to us. But it doesn’t take much reflection to realise that the very nature
of community means that we have to invest in it for it to exist, let along for it
to support us or offer anything in return.

In all the communities I serve there are wonderful ways of engaging with
community. In St Cleer there is church (either midweek or Sunday or both),
Open Doors, the Memorial Hall events, a football team, gardening club,
pub… and more! In Menheniot there is the Village hall, Cricket club, church,
Old School, Mother Union… and more! In St Ive there are two churches, and
links with Pensilva where there is a 3rd church and the Millenium Centre with
loads of activities as well as a WI. In Quethiock there are wonderful groups
linked to church and parish hall, and Merrymeet is seeking to become a
community Centre to support the community in which it stands.



Where are you linked in?

There are many older folk who struggle to get out, especially as the
weather gets worse. We need to be aware of our neighbours and care
for them. But for many of us we need to build that network of
community so we can be there for those who need it now, and so it is
there for us when we one day need it. It doesn’t happen by magic!
Communities need leaders and followers: Punters and Chiefs! But
most of all communities need commitment.

I am well aware that many folk expect the churches I serve to be there
for their Baptisms, weddings, funerals, Christmas, Remembrance, and
Easter… but in-between what happens to them? It’s not secret that the
church is struggling. But it could make all the difference if those who
value it being there were to come along a little more often.

This season of Remembrance, whether you are pensive or grieving, Try
Church. And may be try and reach out to other parts of the community
too if you don’t already. Even Jesus didn’t try and complete his mission
on earth single handedly, but chose 12 men whose talents varied
greatly! And several women who seemed to catch on more quickly too!
We certainly can’t expect to get through life on our own. We each of us
need to build our team and commit to being in the team of others too.
We are still building memories after all!

BITS AND PEACES

DUNCAN PAUl MATTHEWS

Reflected in Volume 1 (Page 19 ) of the Autobiography of James Silk
Buckingham’ (1786-1855) of Flushing, Nr Falmouth, he records that
at the age of six years he was taken to Falmouth to be inoculated
against Smallpox the vaccine recently discovered by Dr Edward
Jenner, (Gloucestershire). The operation was performed by a
worthy Quaker, Dr Fox of Falmouth. James was put to read aloud
from the Bible to prevent him observing the preparation and puncture
of his arm that was so suddenly and unexpectedly made. He states
that he was saved all the pain and apprehension through such a
distraction as the anticipation of such is generally greater than the
wound itself.
Smallpox was originally known as Buffalo-pox and Cow-pox.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Silk_Buckingham


Just get it done?
In a fast moving situation, writing anything
about Brexit is almost instantly out of date.
MPs have voted for a deal but have also
asked for the Parliamentary timetable to be
extended to give time to examine the
terms of that deal. We may have a General

Election, or not, depending on a sufficient majority of MPs
voting for one. "Just get it done" is a phrase bandied
around as if Brexit were a bad tooth that needed
extracting rather than a filling. Such a momentous
decision deserves careful consideration and the
consequences to our economy and our lives need to be
researched, published and debated.

Taken between July and September this year, Southwest
Lakes Trust have published the results of their user survey
about Siblyback Lake. Unsurprisingly getting users back on
the water features highly in people's wishes as well as
support for the cafe. We are very lucky to have this facility
on our doorstep as a beautiful place to visit and exercise.
The Trust propose a follow-up meeting on Wednesday
13th November at 4.30 p.m. Unfortunately at the time of
going to press the venue has not been announced.

Meur ras/Thank-you

Martin Eddy
Lib Dem Cornwall Councillor
e.mail: martin.eddy@cornwallcouncillors.org.uk
Tel: 07453 295622 / 01208 821613





Events At Pensilva

November events for St John's Pensilva:-

Friday 1st at 3 pm Coffee and Tea Afternoon with Bring and Buy at
7.30 pm Pensilva Christian Fellowship Bible

Study

Wednesdays 6th, 13th, 20th and 27th at 2 pm Bible Study with
Rev Andy on Marriage and Relationships

Fridays 8th and 22nd at 2 pm - Prayer Group meets.

Fridays 15th and 29th at 7.30 pm Pensilva Christian Fellowship
Bible Study

Saturday 23rd from 2-4 pm Autumn BAZAAR

Tuesday 26th from 2-4 pm Knit and Natter

The Memory Cafe this month on Thursday 28th will take the form
of a lunch out at Trerulefoot.

There is an informal Cafe Church at 10 am each Thursday,
followed by discussion and chat. The church is open daily from 10
am to 4 pm for private prayer or meditation, or just a cup of tea or
coffee.





Global Warming - a personal View
As I sit here early in October I think we can safely say that the
summer of 2019 is behind us. As a child I was brought up to
believe we need everything in moderation and I think this world
and nature has provided us with just that. We have had about
the right amount of rain, sun and warmth to supply us all with
our needs throughout the summer months and also, as farmers,
we have been able to conserve enough fodder to look after our
stock over the colder winter months.

Can’t honestly say I have noticed much global warming as I
have still had to put a jumper on some evenings, but life is
good!

Throughout the last few months there has been a lot of press
and social media about the use of single use plastics and
climate change. We all need to take responsibility for our planet
and there are many ways we can all do our small bit to improve
our environment. Growing up we had Mr Penfound, our local
grocer, deliver to our home, and throughout the summer
holidays my sisters, brother and I were allowed a bottle of
Corona. This was a glass bottle which we returned the following
week and he would give us the few old pence deposit which
invariably we spent on sweets or caramel wafers. Everything we



bought from him was weighed on scales at the back of his van
and wrapped in paper bags, placed in a cardboard box and
brought to the kitchen table - not a piece of plastic in sight.
Supermarkets now do the home delivery but I wonder what the
2 delivery boxes would look like if placed side by side.

I have been becoming more and more frustrated at much of
the press which has offended me and many other people
regarding climate change and I think the protests in London
over this last week has really brought things to a head. All of a
sudden different ‘groups’ have sprung up to cause chaos. I
don’t know how long these organisations have been
established but it seems to me that they have decided to jump
on any bandwagon they can to promote themselves. How
have people got the time to spend this length of time away
from their work, and how did they travel to London? Do they
not realise they are producing a massive carbon footprint by
travelling by car, train or plane to demonstrate over something
they seem to have very little knowledge of? To think hundreds
of people have been arrested, putting our already
overstretched police force in confrontational situations. I would
like to think that they have all been charged for their overnight
stay in the cells. No accommodation should be free to them in
London and as taxpayers I do not see why we should be the
ones picking up the bills for their misdemeanours. I would be
interested to know how many of them took a foreign holiday
this year using up air miles.

Do you think that climate change may have anything to do with
all the satellites up in the sky so we can all have our mobile
phones, sat navs, tvs and other electronic gadgets. There must
be thousands of them there warming up every time we make a
call. Maybe we need to put down our phones and actually talk
to people and learn to read maps once more.

Kath Dymond



On the first Tuesday of each month there will
be an hour of prayer for the parish ofSt Cleer,
at St Cleer Church
starting at 7.00 pm.
If you know of anyone who would benefit from
prayer please let Martin know by text or
phone his mobile number is
07817465554.
The next meeting is on the first Tuesday in
November and anyone is welcome to join in.

Remembrance Service
10:45 AM

At the War Memorial
11:00 AM

Act of Remembrance
Followed by a Service in church

http://www.cornwallswarhistory.co.uk/maps/war-memorials-2/st-cleer/

http://www.cornwallswarhistory.co.uk/maps/war-memorials-2/st-cleer/






Well Well Well

Phil Shute

Herodsfoot PL14 4QZ; St Winnow PL22 0LF; St Nectan’s Chapel PL22
0RD

Some church visits are a surprise and a delight; the most “ordinary”
churches can hold the most amazing treasures. Herodsfoot was one such
visit. I usually drive to churches and then take photographs whilst Dawn
does the googling and exploring. Herodsfoot is a tiny village just off the
A390 near East Taphouse; it nestles in a deep and narrow, densely
forested valley, and the church sits on the eastern rim. Legend has it the
valley was craven into the landscape by a
single stamp of the foot of local giant
Herod; hence the name.

As we entered the village the sign
proclaimed it a “Thankful Village”; Google
revealed this to be the secular equivalent
of a “Fortunate Parish”. There are 51
Fortunate Parishes in the whole of Great
Britain, only one in Cornwall. All those
who went to fight in the Great War
returned alive. Herodsfoot was
subsequently revealed to be doubly
“Fortunate”: they all returned from WWII
as well! There are only thirteen such
parishes in Great Britain.

The church is Victorian and unremarkable
as buildings go, but its lofty site is quite
beautiful. On the densely wooded slopes
across the valley we saw the tips of a couple of industrial chimneys above
the tree tops. Stepping through the door revealed a fascinating history of
a sleepy village suddenly booming between 1848 and 1888 as silver and
lead mines and gun powder mills worked around the clock, before the
village slipped once more back into a 20th C torpor, as the mines were
worked-out. For some reason, perhaps to exemplify the huge boom in
population over this period, the results of a late 19th C population census
were displayed in the church. The inhabitants at that time were not native
to Herodsfoot, but from Breage, Sithney, Godolphin, Saint Hilary and
Perranuthnoe; clearly when the mines were worked out in our home-
parish in West Cornwall, our men followed the employment to East
Cornwall. What a find!



We then made our way a very few miles towards Saint Nectan’s
Chapel. This is in the Parish of Saint Winnow, and that is where we
stopped to picnic. Saint Winnow Church is stunning, surprisingly
grand, and on a riverbank before a wide stretch of river, winding
towards Fowey. It was
established by St Winnoc,
a Welsh saint who
established a Lan and
oratory in the late 7th C. It
is a glorious spot for a
picnic.

Saint Nectan’s Chapel is
quite different; not grand at
all, in fact exactly what you
would expect to find in an
isolated rural spot
hundreds of years ago.
No water, no electricity, no
gas, no lock! There are ample candles: the only light, and heat. The
church is 13th C, with a tower, which is now its most striking feature.
Atop the now-squat tower is a unique wooden structure. The tower
was cut down by Parliamentarian cannon fire in the 17th C, and a
wooden replacement was hastily fashioned. It is still there, with the
stabilising wooden beams still clearly visible within. One of Cornwall’s
unique treasures, and a joy to stumble upon. We were made very
welcome by the proud church wardens.

Saint Nectan refers to Saint
Nectan of Hartland (North
Devon). He was a Celtic saint,
Welsh in origin, and probably
one of the 24 sibling
missionaries, sons and
daughters of King Brychan of
Wales. On his martyrdom he
became a rare “Cephalphore”:
a martyr to decapitation,
whereupon he took up his own
head before walking with it.
Saint Nectan’s Church in

Hartland, just east of the Devon/Cornwall border, is well worth a visit,
too; it is almost of cathedral proportions and has its own museum.





Recipes From a Cornish
Kitchen

Oatmeal and Buttermilk
Gingerbread

This is so scrummy!!! Dead easy too. I have had this recipe for an
age although have no idea now where it came from!
You will need a 8 inch square shallow tin, greased and line the base.
I carried the parchment on up over the long sides to help lift it out.
Pre heat your fan oven to 160C, although this time I made half as
much again in a 13” x 9” tin.
2 oz butter
1 lb plain flour
4 oz medium oatmeal
2 oz dark muscovado sugar [or soft dark brown]
1 teaspoonful ground ginger
¼ teaspoonful bicarbonate of soda
2 oz finely chopped crystallised ginger
1 tablespoonful golden syrup
2 tablespoonfuls treacle
1 large egg
a tub of buttermilk to mix, plus a little extra if the mixture is still stiff
and/or some of the stem ginger syrup. [I used half half extra]
In a medium mixing bowl, rub the butter into the flour and add the
other dry ingredients.
In a small pan warm the treacle and syrup and then beat in the egg.
Add to the flour mix along with enough buttermilk to make a soft
dropping consistency. I used a tub plus extra milk, although as
mentioned, I was making a larger amount.
Tip into your prepared baking tin, roughly level off and bake for about
1 hour, maybe a tad longer, turning down to 150 after about 40 mins.
Allow to cool before cutting into squares and tucking in. I covered
with a simple icing [using the ginger syrup] and some more yummy
stem ginger, chopped. You can never have enough ginger. A great
keeper in an airtight box. In fact it will improve!





Saturday November 16th Clean Up/ Scrub
Bashing in St Cleer General Cemetery (next to

the School)
Our grass cutting contractor Jamie Husband has offered the
Cemetery his time, expertise and machinery on a voluntary basis
to help to bring the Cemetery back to a better level of
maintenance.

The Trustees have all volunteered to help on the day but we
would welcome some extra help please. There will be cake and
hot drinks to keep people going. If you can give us the whole day
then please bring a packed lunch. I have some riggers gloves but
you may wish to bring your own. If you can bring gardening tools
that would also be a help.

Derris Watson St Cleer Cemetery

Many Hands Make Light Work



Remembrance Sunday
11 November 2019

PTSD
I'm happy and sad
Compassionate and bad
Can't sleep at night
Can't do anything right
I wanna be alone
But not on my own
I'm in love but I hate
I'm a burden on the state
I'm possessed by the war
I killed what for?
I see shrinks
I see docs
Remember my arctic socks
I'm disloyal cause I'm ill
Is it right to kill?
I can hide in a crowd
My face a grey shroud
I cry for no reason
My country shouts treason
All the pills and the booze
Make bad memories ooze
I was 19 in June
Under a bright crystal moon
I died that day
But I'm still here to say
For the brave and the free.
My award - PTSD.

Tony McNally

Casualties
The stretchered sailor, by his
friend
Whose hand he clasped and
willed his pain to mend,
In whispers to a medic, raised
Imploring eyes whose sparkle,
morphine-glazed,
Said, "Help my oppo, please,
not me;
He's hurting bad, and worse -
he cannot see."

Bernie Bruen



GEOFFʼS BIT
Mental Health

Mental Health is of increasing concern
throughout society. Some figures say that
mental health problems in children are as high as
50%, and 1 in 10 people suffer mental health
problems at any one time.

Saturday 5th October saw an all day workshop in
Truro Methodist Church entitled “Mental Health and Faith”. On
Sunday 6th Radio 4 reported on a conference about mental health
and Brexit. It reported that large numbers of people are suffering
serious bouts of depression and anxiety because of the uncertainty,
along with the vitriol from people with different opinions.

There were many support groups represented at the Mental Health
and Faith workshop, such as:-

Cornwall Partnership Foundation Trust (CPFT) which provides a
range of mental and physical health services to children and adults
across Cornwall.

Quiet Connections CIC changing the culture of shame around those
of us who are quieter by speaking the unspoken and reframing quiet.

Our after lunch session was a talk by two young women from Quiet
Connections. While school children they were terrified of school in
case they were asked to stand up and say something in class. They
could not face talking to men, they spent a greater part of their
young lives hiding in their rooms. They felt useless, of no value
whatsoever, and both attempted suicide. Listening to their
tragic story made us realise how much courage it took to
stand up and talk to those assembled.

Transformation Cornwall. This is an ecumenical Christian
charity whose mission is to “strengthen faith-based social
action in Cornwall”.

Recovery College Cornwall enabling recovery through learning
hope and opportunity.



This is just a sample. The list of organisations that support
mental health in Cornwall is more than two dozen, and we
were given a copy of the Cornwall Faith and Mental Health
Resource Document where the support groups are listed.

For those who suffer mental illness there is a lot of support
out there.

Geoff Cox.
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